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CORE Community
Magazine
CORE are delighted to
welcome you to the latest
edition of your community
magazine, a platform to
connect and provide services
for residents, visitors,
charities and businesses in
Meath. Get in touch with
your community through us!

Autumn time in County
Meath
Our communities are still
trying to figure out what the
new normal is. Let’s do it
together. If you are able to,
get out and explore our
beautiful county. Visit
Meath’s nature spots with
friends and family, and
support local businesses,
like those featured in this
issue of the CORE
Community Magazine.

Your CORE Community
Magazine Team
Annina, Emily, Hannah,
Julia, Jyotindra + many
other volunteers helping
with the admin, outreach,
and social media side of
things. Thank you everyone
for your hard work!

This magazine is a
volunteer-led community
project and we invite
everyone to get involved!
Send us your ideas,
photos, art, or writing
info@coreireland.ie
Or reach us anytime
through social media.

CORE Community Magazine Notes from the editor

CORE, Covid, and Community action
It may sometimes be hard to find
positive aspects to this “new
normal”, but one such positive is
the amazing response of the
community and voluntary sectors.
CORE is a community based,
volunteer-led initiative, situated in
Navan, County Meath. We act as a hub
that connects with and provides
services for the community, local
charities, and worthwhile causes.
We do this by creating projects that
will help restore a real sense of
community, bringing people and
organisations together to address
issues in areas such as mental health,
unemployment, community development, food poverty, and social
exclusion.
Like many other charities, CORE has
been able to provide people with a
place to learn and volunteer their

time: to help with the renovation of
our new office, with admin work, our
social
media,
this
community
magazine, and various new projects.
People are bonding together behind
much needed societal changes like the
fight against racism, combating
climate change, and supporting
equality for all. Many are also
rediscovering their own communities.
Sadly, these same issues seem to also
be pulling us apart. Now more than
ever should be a time for empathy and
compassion.
There is a long road ahead and we can
all do our best to be open and to learn.
We need each other now more than
ever. So let’s put aside our differences,
focusing instead on what we all have
in common. We’re all being tested in
these trying times, so please, be kind,
to yourself as well as others.

To discover more about our work or how you can volunteer or donate
to CORE projects, get in touch!
Call 085 192 0150 or check out coreireland.ie or our social media.

Global action within our community
The Sustainable Development
Goals, commonly referred to as the
SDGs, were adopted by all United
Nations Member States in 2015.
The 17 SDGs are a global call to
action to:
✓
✓
✓

End poverty
Protect the planet
Ensure peace and prosperity
for all

So keep a look out of the SDGs in the
image below throughout the magazine
(and in our community, like the photo
on the right from MCC Buvinda
House!). You can also check out our
article on the SDGs in more detail and
tips on how to bring them into your
business and work life!

Throughout this magazine, we will
highlight which global goal the topics,
groups or businesses we feature
contribute to. In doing so, we hope to
familiarize ourselves and our readers
with the SDGs and bring them into
our daily lives.
Let’s support each other in learning,
growing, and creating a better future.
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Find us at the meath Enterprise
Centre, Unit 3, trim road, navan.
everyone is welcome here!
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The Power of Everyday Gratitude
Gratitude is its own
powerful energy
field that can change
the way we see the
world around us.
By Clodagh
Staying alert for new things to be
grateful for can veer the mind away
from well worn negative paths. We can
gain a new perspective from
gratefulness, and this can help us to
deal with the challenges of life. Here
are some tips on remembering to be
thankful:

Keep a gratitude journal
This is key in reminding yourself of
the joy you feel in simple moments.
The act of writing down each thing
that gives you delight will help you to
make gratitude a daily priority.

Volunteer
Giving a little spare time and energy to
a worthwhile cause can be hugely
beneficial to our individual wellbeing.
For many people, time spent in the
service of others helps give a fresh
view of their own circumstances.

Practice mindfulness
Today mindfulness has evolved from
an ancient Buddhist concept to
become a major part of psychotherapy
practice and cognitive behaviour
therapy. Mindfulness teaches us to
take a moment away from external
influences and pay close attention to
sensations in our bodies. You may
choose to try a breathing exercise or a
muscle relaxation technique.
Mindfulness is a skill that takes
practice - the more you practice, the
better the benefits. The mind can be a
bit like an unruly toddler, reaching for
many different things at once. With
patience and direction, our wayward
minds can grow to become more
focused.

Limit time spent scrolling on
social media
It is crucial to remember that social
media posts do not reflect reality they are carefully edited versions of
people’s lives. Looking at your friends’
highlight reels while you are still in
your bathrobe is a wonderful way to
ensure you start your day feeling
inadequate.

Quotes to inspire gratitude.
“If the only prayer you say in your
entire life is thank you, that will be
enough.”
Eckhart Tolle, German spiritual
teacher and author.
“Bulletproof and perfect are seductive,
but they don’t exist in the human
experience.”
Brené Brown, an American professor
and author who researches shame and
vulnerability. She advocates
maintaining an active practice of
gratitude and honouring the smallest
moments.
“Gratitude opens the door to … the
power, the wisdom, the creativity of
the universe.”
Deepak Chopra, bestselling IndianAmerican author and expert on mindbody medicine. He leads guided
meditations on gratitude.
“Be thankful for what you have; you
will end up having more. If you
concentrate on what you don’t have,
you will never, ever have enough.”
Oprah Winfrey, American media
mogul. Oprah has kept a gratitude
journal since the 1990s.
“The roots of all goodness lie in the
soil of appreciation for goodness.”
His Holiness the Dalai Lama
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What have you been up to lately?
By Emily Maguire

So, what have you been up to lately? This common little conversation
starter has taken on a whole new meaning after the changes, isolation and
social distancing due to COVID-19. For many, the response is no longer
centered around hectic work schedules, busy social calendars, or those
planned holidays. Instead, many of us are answering this question in a
whole new way – by talking about our hobbies.
I am lucky that throughout this
pandemic, I have been able to remain
working from home which has meant
that I have managed to keep some of
my usual routine. However, in the
first couple of weeks of lockdown, I
was panicked by the vacuum that
appeared in my evenings and
weekends that could not be filled with
family, friends, the gym, and other
commitments. After a couple of failed
banana bread attempts, I turned my
attention to two hobbies I had been
seriously neglecting as I got older and
busier – reading and writing. I had
forgotten just how much I enjoyed
these hobbies and they made life in
lockdown that little bit easier and less
stressful. Many people I talk to have
also returned to neglected hobbies to
fill some time in this pandemic.

“After a couple of
failed banana bread
attempts, I turned my
attention to two hobbies I had
been seriously neglecting as I
got older and busier –
reading and writing.”
For other people I talk to, the
pandemic
has
presented
an
opportunity to upskill. Never has
there been a better time to learn that
language, play that instrument or take
on that couch to 5K challenge that
many of us have threatened to do for
years.
Online course providers have seen a
massive surge in enrolments with
millions across the globe signing up
their now free time to upskill.

One of the biggest global online
course providers, Coursera, saw an
enrollment of over 500,000 people in
their Science of Well Being course in
just
one
weekend.
Traditional
education providers have also been
moving their offerings online to
ensure that students, professionals,
and the general population alike can
train themselves in skills that will
serve them well for the future or that
they will just simply enjoy.
On the flip side, there are some people
who now have less time than usual in
this pandemic, like our crucially
important essential workers to whom
we all owe an unpayable debt to. Or
parents who have carried the
additional burden of both working
from home and raising their children
without a creche, school, or
childminder. Or people who have felt
heightened anxiety over the course of
the pandemic, making many activities
difficult for them. For these people and many others not mentioned here the pandemic has meant that hobbies
and skill development are not a
priority or even a feasible option.

Regardless of how any of us have
been spending our time, we have
navigated a pandemic, and that
alone is something we should all be
proud of. I am quite hopeful that
our collective learnings (whether
they come from reflection, hobbies,
skills or something else entirely),
will have a big role to play in what
the ‘new normal’ looks like. These
collective learnings may even
evolve how we think, work and act
as a community, as we look
towards the future.
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A curious mind with a good
attitude to life-long learning are
important traits to foster.
Luckily, it’s never been this
easy or accessible to learn with
so many options for online
learning!
There are many Irish and
international
online
course
providers. Some are free, some
have small monthly payments.
Why not check them out and see
what they have to offer? Maybe
you can even challenge a friend,
colleague, or family member to
upskill with you!

www.courses.ie offers online and
classroom-based learning options.
Select from part-time, evening or
full-time courses in Ireland.

www.meath.ie e-learning
courses. Library members can
access over 500 courses on
Universal class.

www.linkedin.com/learning is a
monthly subscription-based
platform. Offering long & short
online courses for every career
and learning level.

www.udemy.com has a course on
almost anything. A monthly
subscription-based platform so
you can learn at your own pace.

www.skillshare.com is a learning
platform with online classes
taught by the world's best
practitioners.

Alison.com have a great range of
free courses you can access.
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Navan Meals on
Wheels
CORE volunteer Pat Dinan
interviewed Rose Mulligan from the
Navan ‘Meals on Wheels’ to ask her
about the meaningful work they do
in – and outside of – their kitchen.
Meals on Wheels was originally
started by the Nuns in Navan’s Mercy
Convent in 1969, it then was moved to
the Community Centre on the grounds
of the St. Mary’s Church. Rose
Mulligan is the coordinator for Navan
MOW and has been with them for
over 31 years.
What makes you happiest working at
NMOW?
I was raised in a house that made sure
our elderly were always taken care of
and respected. Meals on Wheels does
the same. I enjoy looking after the
elderly and seeing the enjoyment they
get when eating a good wholesome
meal. We sit with them and have
banter and chat and enjoy their
company. We have missed them
during the lockdown.
How many volunteers do you have?
There are 5 staff in the kitchen, 3 on
any one day, who prepare and serve
meals. We have 60 further volunteers
who help with delivery, 5 are available
every day.
Is there a cost for meals?
€3.50 for a meal including desert.

Where do you source food from?
Vegetables are purchased from
Market Fresh in Navan Shopping
Centre and SuperValu. We source our
milk is from the local milkman and
our meats locally from 2 different
suppliers. Conaty Food and Catering
supply dry foods. At Christmas we
receive donations of cakes and
biscuits. Local farmers donate any
vegetable surplus they have.
Where do you source funding from?
We have church gate collections and
collections in Navan Shopping Centre
and Johnstown Shopping Centre in
December. We receive donations from
the Navan Rotary Club, Navan Lions
Club,
the
Licenced
Vintners
Association, Navan St. Vincent de
Paul & Tara Minesto name a few.
There is an annual Golf Classic in May
at Royal Tara Golf Club, but due to
Covid-19 it couldn’t be held this year.
Describe a typical day at NMOW?
We start at 8 am. There are usually 3
in the kitchen, 1 on deserts, 1 on
vegetables and potatoes and 1 on
meat preparation. We conduct a full
kitchen sanitising and then of course
the mandatory cup of tea and a chat
before we are ready to serve. We serve
sit down meals 10:30-11:30 and then
we do delivery prep for the drivers.
Any preparation for the next day is
done before we clean the kitchen.
How has Covid-19 affected NMOW?
We regularly had 25-30 coming in to
eat. Covid has made people a bit wary

of each other and gatherings, so we
see fewer now. The atmosphere has
changed. Social Distancing is unnatural for people, we thrive on
human contact. Our drivers cannot
enter homes to socialise with clients.
They all miss that. We have a standing
offer from The Central in Navan to
take over meal preparation should we
have to shut down the kitchen.
What does NMOW mean to clients?
I think it means the world to them. It
is another form of contact that is
necessary as you get older. It is a
means of connection for some as they
have no one else in their lives to talk
to, some of them get lonely and we do
everything we can to not just provide
meals but friendship too.
What happens at Christmas?
We start things off with a Hot whisky,
followed by a vegetable soup, a full
plate of Christmas dinner, trifle for
dessert, and an Irish coffee to finish.
We pull crackers and send them home
with another small Christmas dinner.
Loretto school have dome hampers
before, An Garda Siochana does
Christmas dinner in a big hall. They
have the local flexibus and Order of
Malta bring all the OAPs. There’s
dancing, singing, a live band, local
choirs, and then Santa arrives with
presents.
If somebody wants to volunteer who
should they contact?
They can contact us through the
parochial house and on Facebook. We
conduct an interview with a
prospective volunteer, ask them to fill
out forms and provide references.
Then we invite them to be vetted
online through the National Vetting
Bureau. Once the vetting is complete,
we organise days the volunteer is
available and they are shown the
routines we have, whether it is serving
our clients, preparing their deliveries
or delivering meals to their homes.

mealsonwheels@navanparish.ie
046 902 1937 (Parochial Housel)
Navan Active Retirement Centre,
Saint Mary’s Community Centre
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Meals on Wheels

Getting back into employment

Do you know
someone who might
benefit from a
hearty meal and
company?
Below is a list of Meal on Wheels
(MOW) Service Providers to contact
all over Meath. Get in touch.

Whether you’ve been unemployed
for longer or have lost your job due
to covid, there is a lot of support
out there and ways you can help
yourself, too. Here are some
possible steps you can take collated by CORE volunteer Ciara –
if you have become unemployed:

Dunshaughlin & Ratoath MOW:
Geraldine De Vonis Facebook Site

•

Ashbourne MOW:
Josephine Mc Loughlin 086/1559641
Trim Family Resource Centre:
Elaine Casey 046/9438850

•

Kells MOW:
Noeline Dunne 086/8483128
Oldcastle Area MOW:
Maureen Gilsenan 087/2091928
Cairde Slane MOW:
Jimmy Mooney 041/9824435
East Meath MOW:
Marie Savage 085/7570810
Dunboyne Social Services:
Cathleen Carr 087/61535913
Athboy MOW:
Frances Walsh 087/6545856
Trim MOW:
Rosemary Dowling 086/8452614
Sonas Sasta Summerhill MOW:
046/9557947
Duleek MOW:
Noreen Murtagh 086/2224898
Navan MOW:
Rose Mulligan 046/9021937

•

•

Be kind to yourself and realise that
you have a lot to offer a potential
employer (see page 4 for our article
on Gratitude)
If you feel you may lack confidence
due to becoming unemployed,
focus on how well you worked in
your particular role and draw from
that when updating your CV.
Get someone to look over your CV
and see if any area can be
improved upon.
Take a look at your skill set and
see if you could upskill in an area
i.e.: Computer Skills (see page 5
for online course providers or
consider volunteering to upskill).

Make time to…
celebrate!
The fun and exciting Púca
Festival is going online for 2020
so be sure to check out what’s
happening on their Social Media
channels.
The celebrations focus on the
origins of the Halloween story and
will introduce you to some of the
strange and mischievous characters
from our mythology. For more
information visit pucafestival.com.
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•

Decide whether
you'd like to work
in a different area
and research what the job would
entail and if it would require
further studies.

•

Look at your CV and see if you can
tailor it so it makes certain skills
and experience stand out more

•

You can use free CV Templates
which can be found online.

•

Remember, your CV is a way to
market yourself to possible
employers.so try to keep it
interesting short and to the point.

•

Take on a volunteer role in an area
of interest and you can develop
your skill set in that role.

•

Make sure to highlight your
strengths by showcasing how you
performed in your job.

Take time to...
read a book!
If you’re in the mood for a more
peaceful Halloween, why not
cozy up with a book from your
local charity shop?
Get lost in an adventure, help solve
a crime, or read a classic you’ve
been meaning to get round to
reading. Read an autobiography
book by your childhood hero - or
maybe your antihero; their story
might surprise you!

CORE Community Magazine Local
Hospitality is evolving and its future
will be shaped by this pandemic.
Duffy predicts a shift towards daytime
socialising,

Leon’s: A New
Chapter

“For people who don’t go to the pub,
coffee is their out”.

On a bright August afternoon the
tables outside Leon’s, a new café on
Market Square, Navan, are full.
Customers in sunglasses sip coffee
under the parasols and the din of
conversation drifts into the street.
The scene is continental. The two
meters between tables is the only
tell-tale sign of the pandemic in the
background. By Hannah Nolan
Owner, Leon Duffy, opened his doors
in June. He had to delay plans to open
in March when Covid-19 forced
Ireland
into
lockdown.
When
restrictions eased, he didn’t know if
customers would be comfortable
sitting inside. Duffy ordered 130 litres
of ice-cream to sell from the doorway
over the June bank holiday weekend.
He sold out in two days and business
has been good since. Leon’s is bright
and modern, painted in Caribbean
blue. Vintage photos of Market Square
hang on the walls, a tribute to the
building’s history. The property was
home to The St. Laurence Hotel and
before that, Crinion’s Hotel.

On the menu is custom-blend coffee,
unique to Leon’s. As well as fresh-cut
sandwiches, ice-cream, crepes and
waffles. There are four milk
alternatives and iced coffees - an
unexpected success that caught the
trend-savvy Duffy by surprise. “What
is the story with iced coffee?” he
asked, eyes wide in amusement, “I had
to order an ice machine to cope”.
Duffy has worked in hospitality for 16
years and is resourceful and thrifty.

Duffy knows the business and is
conscious of its footprint.

All Leon’s coffee cups, filters and bags
are 100% recyclable. He does not like
waste. After he spied scaffolding
planks and wooden reels at a local
wholesaler, he repurposed them to
make his outdoor furniture.

“I've wanted to buy this place since I
was seventeen”, Duffy recalled.

This demographic is larger than ever
while many pubs have remained
closed as a result of restrictions.
“Outdoor areas are crucial” he
continued, “people want to watch the
world go by”. Duffy knows his
customers; they are his community.
Many, like him, share a sense of
history with the place. “People tell me
about birthdays and weddings that
they came to here”, he said “I love
that”. That is the hook for Duffy.
Their stories are Leon’s stories.

www.leons.ie
Opening Hours:
10-6pm Mon – Saturday
12-6pm Sunday

He was working in O’Flaherty’s (now
Larry & Nora’s) when the 22 Market
Square property was advertised for
sale. Duffy tried to convince his thenboss to buy it but was unsuccessful.
One of his earliest memories is of
Crinion’s Hotel in 1986. His father
brought him along while he worked,
and Duffy remembers sliding bottles
down the chutes into the basement. In
the years that followed he felt drawn
to it. In 2016 it went on the market
again and he decided to go for it.
The auctioneers didn’t want to show
the inside as the building was in such
disrepair, but Duffy insisted. While
there was a lot of work needed, he
only saw potential. Contracts were
signed the same day that his first child
was born. His father helped him with
demolition and building work, and his
wife designed the logo and branding.
He wanted to open a bar and lounge
named after his children, but Covid-19
has revised those plans. Renovations
are set to continue with plans to
expand the café later this year. The
long-term vision is to completely
rehabilitate the building and open a
boutique guesthouse with 19 rooms.
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do you know of a small,
meath-based business that
has inspired you? Or Do you
own or work for a small
meath-based business?
Let us share your story.
We want to keep on giving free
promotional space to feature
Meath’s most amazing businesses,
produce, products, groups,
charities, and services.

Contact info@coreireland.ie for
more information.
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Wandering soul: Supporting people
embarking on their spiritual journey
Crystals have been used for thousands of years for decoration,
adornment, protection and healing. Crystals have a subtle
vibration (or electromagnetic field), much like every other
object (including your body!). Crystals can aid in balancing the
flow of energy and our emotional and spiritual well being.
By Shannon, founder of Wandering
Soul Jewellery
At Wandering Soul Jewellery we offer
an array of crystal-based necklaces,
earrings,
bracelets,
rings
and
accessories to anybody embarking on
their spiritual journey. Each piece is
handmade with high-quality crystals.
We post orders across the world as we
offer free worldwide shipping and add
in extra crystals with each order as a
special thank you to show our
appreciation to our customers.
Wandering Soul Jewellery is a small
business based in County Meath. In
June 2019, University
student
Shannon – who always had a great
interest in Irish mythology, nature,
spirituality and all things magical –
established Wandering Soul Jewellery
in her final year of her degree. Just
over a year on, Shannon has managed
to employ herself full time and take on
her sister on a part-time basis.

An Tobar
An Tobar Retreat & Spirituality
Centre is nestled in the townland of
Ardbraccan near Navan town.
You can visit for just a walk around
the
grounds’
woodlands
and
walkways, but the centre is also
available for groups and individuals
who can expect to find hospitality,
healing and hope. The centre offers
Retreats/Workshops year-round. Visit
antobair.ie for more information.

At Wandering Soul Jewellery, it is of
utmost importance that we are as
sustainable as possible in our sourcing
of crystals, our packaging and our
materials. All the packaging used is
either
entirely
biodegradable,
recyclable or repurposed. This ensures
minimal impact on the environment
while also supporting the local
communities that extract crystals.
With the success of our Halloween
Trick or Treat mystery bags which
contained jewellery, crystals and
seasonal goodies worth over 90 euro
and sold for 49.99, we will soon also
be offering monthly subscription
boxes, along side our growing range of
handmade crystal jewellery.

Our pieces are ideal for gifts for loved ones or to treat yourself to a
unique piece of jewellery made with love and magic.
All our pieces are available on our website:
www.wanderingsouljewellery.com

Trim Traders: still here for you!
It's been a difficult time for a lot of
people and businesses this year.
Some businesses sadly have closed
for the last time and others have
had to shut for the moment.
Trim Traders are still here for all
customers. There are lots of gifts,
clothes, shoes, books, household
goods, good food and coffee, and so
much more available in Trim.
Why not visit Trim for a cuppa, a walk
around the amazing castle and river
walk, and a browse through some
shops. Don’t forget your mask and to
adhere to current guidelines and
restrictions to stay safe.
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Come rain

There’s always something on in Meath…

1

2
3
6

4

5

1) Various kids and adults wellies
(and all sorts) for sale or for free in
Meath. Look online on secondhand
sites like www.adverts.ie
2) Organic and Fairtrade Dark
Chocolate Truffle Making Kit, €14.

Oxfam Charity Shop, Navan.
3) Soy candle: Lemongrass &
cedarwood, €15.95. Like sunshine
in a jar for those rainy days!
thehandmadesoapcompany.ie
4) The Radiance Trio, €25. Josie’s

Featuring all the latest products made
right here in Meath to inspire you this fall come rain or shine! All the products or
experiences cost €50 or less.

Botanicals Natural Skin Care,
www.josiesbotanicals.com
5) Snuggle blankets by Colette
Gough, Castle Crafts, Trim.
6) Samhain Food Box, €50.
greatnorthernlarder.com

Light a candle from Slane-based The Handmade Soap
company and unwind while making your own truffles
(with proceeds going to charity).

Is it raining outside? Not a bother! Pull on your wellies
and dance in the rain. Buy your wellies from your local
shoe shop or look online for a secondhand pair. After a
refreshing walk, why not treat your skin to some
natural skincare products from Dunboyne-based
Josie’s Botanicals.
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Want something savory? Get creative with delicious
Boyne Valley produce. As this year’s Halloween
celebrations will look a bit different and we will all
have to celebrate in our own homes, Boyne Valley
Flavour’s created a limited-edition Samhain Food Box
with all the locally sources or made ingredients you
need for a traditional Samhain celebration.

CORE Meath Community Magazine in support of our Small Businesses

OR SHINE

9

8

11
10
7

7) Various house plants and
planters at the gorgeous Mulberry
on Main, Kells.
8) Sweet dreams at Caravogue
House, Boutique Bed & Breakfast
in Trim. Starting at €42 a night.
www.caravoguehouse.ie
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9) Stained glass decoration, €20.
www.helenmarry.com
10) Take an old jar or lunch box
and create your own trail mix at
Cult:Zero in Trim, they’ve plenty
of zero waste goodies to choose
from. www.cultzero.ie

Sunny outside? Make the most of it! Let the sunshine
filter through beautiful stained-glass ornaments by
artist Helen Marry from Knowth. You can find amazing
handmade items made by Meath’s artists in shops
like Castle Crafts in Trim or the Slane Craft Collective.

11) Rediscover Meath! Visit
Loughcrew’s historic gardens and
spend the day ambling through a
diverse, tranquil landscape with
friends and family. Admission €3,5
(kids) €7 (adults).
www.loughcrew.com

Pick up an activity booklet from the ticket office and
spend a lovely day having fun. Fairy houses, giant
ants and a fairy forest await!
Plenty of things to do alone or with a friend, too.
Enjoy a nature walk like the Boyne Ramparts Walk,
the newly opened Woodland Walk at Loughcrew
Estate, Girley Bog Eco Walk or a stroll along our
beautiful beaches. After a long day spent outside,
maybe pamper yourself with a night in a local
boutique hotel?

Maybe pack your own trail mix and visit a part of
Meath you haven’t been before, For a fab Children’s
Day Out, why not visit The Loughcrew Fairy Trail, an
interactive sensory trail which gets children exploring
Loughcrew Gardens!
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Natural beauty – inside and out
I'm Barbara, founder and creator of Josie's Botanicals
skincare. I have always felt my best in nature, inspired
by the positive effects of plants and their ability to heal.
As a Holistic Therapist, I know firsthand the healing
power of pure and natural ingredients to reduce the
effects of stress and pollution on both body and mind.
Growing up in a family of 11 children,
my mother Josie had a cure for
whatever ailed you; she soothed
allergies, breakouts, scars and burns
with natural remedies passed down
through generations of wise and
knowledgeable women. I share my
passion for natural health with my
siblings, using our heritage to help
people restore their skin health. I
named my brand after our wonderful
mother Josie who was and still is a
real inspiration in my life

About my business and ethos
We create and sell organic handblended skincare products. We use
100%
natural,
plant-based
ingredients, each chosen for its
unique benefit to your skin. Our
products are packed full of pure and
potent ingredients for maximum
results without a single drop of
synthetic chemical. We believe in
harnessing the healing power of
nature and not abusing it. Natural,
cruelty-free skincare that doesn't
compromise your health or the health
of the planet.

One of our core values is keeping
sustainability as a top priority in every
aspect; from where we source our raw
ingredients
to
our
production
methods, and we always aim to create
a zero-waste policy. Our packaging is
recycled, recyclable or biodegradable,
and our products are tested on
humans, never on animals. We also
encourage customers local to us, who
can return their empty product jars
and bottles to be sanitized and reused. Any money I save in re-using
these will be doubled and the value in
products will be donated to a local
homeless charity at Christmas.

All our products can be purchased
online at josiesbotanicals.com.
We offer a large variety of natural
skincare, eco candles and
accessories to choose from. Lots of
wonderful gift choices and massage
packages, too. You'll also find me
most Saturday's at Pender's
market in Smithfield. My products
are also stocked at The Green Door
Pantry in Bluebell.

“We believe in harnessing
the healing power of nature
– not abusing it”

Here are a few of the products that
can be purchased online at
www.josiesbotanicals.com
The Radiance Trio is the perfect facial
skincare set with our Organic
Cleansing Balm, Refreshing Skin
Tonic and Hydrating Moisturizer. All
with beautiful skin healing and
soothing ingredients.
Repairing Hand Cream full of natural
nourishing skincare ingredients; Oat
oil has anti-inflammatory properties
and is rich in vitamin E, omegas 3 and -6. Cosmetic Prebiotics promote
healthy skin & bring natural balance.
Gel Hand Sanitizers are quick-drying
and kill 99.9% of bacteria. Skin
friendly ingredients aloe vera, apricot
kernel oil & glycerine leave hands
clean, protected, nourished & silky
smooth. Lemon myrtle & lavender/
organic orange & eucalyptus.
Organic Natural Deodorant with longlasting protection and a light,
refreshing scent of essential
oils. A special formulation of
ingredients working in
harmony to neutralize
body odour and
reduce odourcausing bacteria.
Eco Soy Chakra Blend Candles
A beautiful range of essential oil
blends: Destress (Crown chakra),
Love & Peace (Heart chakra), Uplift &
Calm (Solar plexus), Feel Beautiful
(Sacral chakra), and "Buzz off with
Love“. There are also Chakra body,
bath and massage oil blends to match.
Washable Bamboo Sherpa Face Pads
are so soft, eco-friendly
and luxurious handmade alternatives
to disposable cotton
pads for removing
makeup, applying toner & washing
your face. Bamboo Sherpa is
sustainable, anti-microbial and resists
mildew & odours. These are lovingly
handmade exclusively for Josies
Botanicals by my niece Mari Ryan.
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Building it up from
the core

Together we can then address issues
in areas such as mental health,
unemployment, community development, food poverty, and social
exclusion.

Core Home Improvements is one of
the new community projects here
at CORE. All profits generated from
this Social Enterprise will be
reinvested back into CORE Ireland.

Core Home Improvements (CHI) is
one of these projects. All profits
generated from this social enterprise
will be reinvested straight back into
CORE Ireland.

CORE Ireland is a community based,
volunteer-led initiative, situated in
Navan, County Meath. We act as a hub
that connects with and provides
services for the community, local
charities, and worthwhile causes. We
do this by creating projects that will
help restore a real sense of
community, bringing people and
organisations together.

The funds from Core Home
Improvements will ensure the work
behind the scenes continues to
produce further projects to help the
local community. Some of the new
CORE projects will involve working
with youth, the vulnerable, the retired
community, the homeless and other
aspects of our more disadvantaged
communities that need our support.

Get in touch:
Phone: 085 228 9579
Email: chi@coreireland.ie
You’ll also find more information on
the Core Home Improvements
social enterprise at
www.chi.coreireland.ie

Interior

Exterior

Handyman

We can provide many aspects of
interior home improvements:

We also cater for exterior home
improvements such as:

We can do small interior and
exterior work like:

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Painting & Decorating
Hanging Doors
Electrical Jobs
Decluttering
Upcycling Furniture
Window Cleaning
& More

“There are only
two ways to live
your life:
One is as though
nothing is a
miracle.
The other is as
though everything
is a miracle.”
Albert Einstein, Nobel
Prize winner and
influential physicist.

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Garden Maintenance & Repair
Paving / Decking
Power Washing
Rockery / Fountain
Grass Cutting
Hedge Trimming
Gutter / Fascia / Soffit Cleaning
Unblocking Drains

Bee Tricked or
Treated!

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Curtain / Blinds Fitting
Light Switch & Socket Fitting
Ceiling Light Fitting
Small Plumbing Jobs
Exterior Hose Tap
Flat Pack Assembly

We will also be introducing Yearly
Packages that can be paid monthly.
Time: 10.00AM – 2.00PM, 10 mins
between slots to allow for social
distancing between families.
Outdoor, socially distanced event.

Have a fun walk around Bee Wise

Booking

Nature Trail in Kilmessan where

essential. Cost: €10.00 per person.

you’ll meet witches, ghosts,

Under 1’s are free.

ghouls, skeletons and receive

Message Paddy on Facebook

some spooky goodies from their
cauldrons.
See what tricks and treats Bee
Wise has in store for you.
Dates available:
•

Sunday 25th October

•

Tuesday 27th October

•

Thursday 29th October

•

Saturday 31st October
13

and

pre-payment

@BeeWiseNatureTrail or email
paddy@beewise.ie for more
information.
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Sustainability over
profit?
Does your business genuinely
prioritize the lives of its customers,
our communities, and our planet
over profit? Only by doing so can
we generate new opportunities and
reduce future risks to our planet
and our businesses.
By Annina Niskanen

Especially in the “new normal”,
consumers want brands that care
about them. The status quo, “Business
as usual”, is no longer a viable option.
Businesses should aim to be bold
leaders
when
it
comes
to
sustainability. Many will need to
rethink
business
models
and
reprioritize objectives to incorporate
innovations and bring sustainable
value to society.

“Consumers want brands that
care about them.”

The Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) have been adopted as part of
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development that has been signed by
193 countries, including Ireland.
There are 17 goals (see image below)
each with more specific targets to
guide us all to create a more
sustainable, healthy, and fair world.

As more and more customers and
investors begin to consider the SDGs
and take sustainability seriously, both
big and small businesses will not –
and should not – have a choice in
integrating sustainability and profits.
We need greater collaboration to
support joint actions that enable a
better future for us all.

For many businesses and non-profits,
aligning with SDGs is the next big way
to make a positive impact as an
organization as well as attract more
increasingly climate-active customers,
grant aid, and investors.

So how can you get started?

Sustainability can have a positive
impact on your business and brand as
consumers have increasingly clean
and green expectations, and rightly
so. Sustainability shouldn’t be a
marketing ploy or serve as “green
washing”; it should be a sincere
response to increasing social and
environmental issues affecting us all.

Firstly, you need to take some time to
read up on the SDGs to be able to link
relevant targets for your business. You
do not need to link your activities to
all 17 goals right away. Define your
priorities, resources and timeline and
reflect on which SDGs/SDG targets
will have the most impact in terms of
risk and opportunity.
This should not be a short-term
exercise: consider both the mediumand the long-term. Which SDGs could

The Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) were adopted by all United
Nations Member States in 2015.
there ARE 17 sdgS THAT TOGETHER SERVE
AS a universal call to action to:
✓ end poverty
✓ protect the planet
✓ ensure that all people enjoy
peace and prosperity by 2030

EDUCATE YOURSELF. ASK YOUR FAVOURITE
BRANDS, SHOPS, AND BUSINESSES WHICH
SDGS THEY ARE WORKING TOWARDS.
LET’S SUPPORT EACHOTHER IN LEARNING,
GROWING, AND CREATING A BETTER FUTURE.

you realistically achieve progress in?
Start with the SDG you think is
attainable and would create the
largest impact and go from there.

Check these online sites for
information, inspiration and
support:
www.irelandsdg.geohive.ie
www.bitc.ie/join-the-network
www.sdgs.un.org/goals
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Taking environmental action is easier
(and more important) than ever
Meath County Council
Environmental Action Strategy goes
forward with virtual events during
Covid-19 crisis.
By Julia Tereno
The Meath County Council (MCC)
Environmental Action Strategy aims
to make County Meath a climate ready
region by supporting jobs and a
healthier lifestyle. The project started
in 2016 and it covers all MCC services
with eight teams and over 150 actions.
During the Covid-19 crisis, they
continued to move forward with their
plans with virtual events and training.
“At the moment we are on the
implementation stage of the plan,”
said Caroline Corrigan, climate action
officer at MCC. “We also need to focus
on education and awareness, so our
first event was about leadership
planning.”

“Which is why awareness, training and
education are going to be a big part
going forward to engage people.”
In order to help diminish carbon
emission levels, she said they would
encourage other means of transport
like walking and cycling as well as
supporting your local business.

“People are seeing the value in staying
local and I think there is a movement in
appreciating what’s on your doorstep”.
“We have been forced to stay more
local now with Covid, but people are
now appreciating that staying local is
valuable, we realize that we can
actually get everything that we need
on our doorstep and by doing that we
support local businesses,” she added.
Corrigan also said one of the goals is
to become a model in climate action.

She recognizes that some local
authorities are a little behind on the
goal to reduce emissions by 33% by
2020, but she reinforced that they are
looking to replace their vehicles for
electric vehicles, even across boating.
Corrigan also said the first thing to do
is to change behaviour:

“We are trying to engage as many people
as possible, we can’t leave anyone behind.”

“At the moment, the Sustainable
Energy Community (SEC) and other
local councils are looking at our
model,” she explained.
Besides working in partnership with
other sectors, Corrigan said they help
families retrofit their homes by
supporting them financially and
claiming the money back from the
SEC.
Regarding the economic hit brought
by the Covid-19 Pandemic, Corrigan
feels that economic recovery is one
thing and climate recovery is another.
“They aren’t codependent,” she said.
“We can do both, we are going ahead
with tree planting
initiatives and a lot of
people are engaging
and spreading the
word.”
“So far, the things
we’ve done ourselves
were delivered in low
budget and there have
been quite a few
funding streams that’s where partnership and collaboration
comes in and we can
make a bigger application with larger
companies, for example, so we are
thinking about projects and applying
for funding. There’s a huge amount of
money in Europe for projects that
focus on climate change.”
It will be challenging, but it won’t stop
them from going ahead with their
plans. “It’s a challenge but it’s
important to be looking at the positive
side of things,” added Corrigan.

STAY INFORMED! FOLLOW THE Meath
County Council Climate Action
account. ON TWITTER @MeathClimate
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Get involved in your community:
Environmental Awareness Initiatives
Besides providing Meath’s
communities with much needed
climate change awareness, there
are also many other
“Environmental Awareness
Initiatives” promoted by MCC. The
schemes are closed for applications
for 2020 but keep an eye on the
MCC or Meath PPN social media and
check out www.meath.ie to stay
informed.

Anti-Litter Initiative
The Anti-Litter Initiative is run by
MCC and is an opportunity for your
local group or resident's association to
get involved with helping to improve
the appearance of your area.

Pride of Place
This well-known initiative encourages
best
practice,
innovation
and
leadership to produce vibrant and
sustainable communities. They also
have a Schools Gardening Scheme so
children can have the opportunity to
learn about growing their own food
and flowers.

Town and Village Renewal
The Town & Village Renewal Scheme
gives funding for projects that can
help make our towns and villages
more attractive and sustainable.

If your volunteer group is registered
with the PPN, there are many grants
your group can avail of!
If you’re thinking of starting a
community group, or if your group
needs help or assistance of any kind
with applying for the PPN or with
funding applications, don’t hesitate to
contact the Meath PPN by email
meathppn@meathcoco.ie or phone
0873512281 and they can give you a
helping hand.

For more information, contact the
Environment section at Meath
County Council.
www.meath.ie/council/councilservices/environment/environment
al-awareness-initiatives
.

Green Schools
MCC partners with An Taisce Green
Schools to promote the worldwide
Green Schools Programme.

Community Environment Action Fund
In operation since 1997, this fund
promotes sustainable development by
assisting small-scale environmental
projects at the local level.

Pumpkin & Fun
Halloween Festival

The CORE Magazine supports
the Champion Green Pledge.
The Champion Green Pledge is the
public, culture and business
uniting to commit to supporting
and shopping local to help our
communities recover.

This Halloween at the Navan
Adventure Centre you’ll find your
own pumpkin, make witches slimy
snot, grow your own spooky
eyeballs, and play on the inflatable
obstacles and FootGolf courses!
Dates: October 17th, 18th, 23rd, 24th,
25th, 26th, 29th, 30th & 31st.
Due to the ongoing Covid-19 situation
please check with the event
for
updates.
Time: 10 am to 6 pm (in 2-hour time
slots for activities).
Suitable for children 3 -12 years with
their parents / guardians.
Price: €14 per ticket + booking fee

#ChampionGreen

What's Included:
• Pumpkin Patch
• Pumpkin Carving Area
• Make witches' slimy snot (take home)
• Grow your own spooky eyeballs (take
home)
• Inflatables Obstacles Course (children only)
• FootGolf
• Adventure Obstacle Course
16
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Wild About
Navan
Wild About Navan is an urban
nature conservation and
appreciation and sustainability
project initiated for and by the
people of Navan to explore,
celebrate, protect and enhance the
diverse environment and natural
habitats that surround us here in
Navan.
Recognizing the unique qualities of
our town is the first step in
understanding how we can contribute
to taking better care of our
environment.
Do you live, work, or play in Navan? If
you would like to see more native
trees, more wildflowers, a wildlife
trail, or fun workshops happening in
Navan then please let us know:
complete our short Navan biodiversity
awareness survey online (find the link
on our social media) or get in touch.

Your ideas and responses to the
survey will be used to guide an
ecological survey of Navan town
which will also form the basis of the
Navan Biodiversity Action Plan
(funded
by
The
Community
Foundation for Ireland's Environment
and Nature Fund and supported by
LoveNavan, CORE Ireland, and Youth
Work Ireland Meath).
The Navan Biodiversity Action Plan
will seek to:
•

Raise public awareness on the
importance of Navan’s biodiversity

•

Get the public involved in the
conservation of our wildlife

•

Guide actions to enhance our town,
like tree planting, murals, walks…

•

Highlight existing initiatives and
encourage new local ones

•

Assist sustainable planning and
development of Navan

•

Monitor and ensure biodiversity
conservation at the local level

We will also be using your responses
to inspire interesting workshops and
fun events in the future.

Peaceful heritage, garden, forest,
field, and beach walks of Meath
It can be easy to not notice or
forget all the amazing things that
are right under our noses, in our
own lives as well as around us here
in Meath.
County Meath is full of forest walks,
village parks, heritage sites, and other
magical spots to discover. Why not
visit a different one every weekend?

Many of the outside tours and
grounds are still available and open to
the public. Check out Brú na Bóinne,
the grounds of Trim Castle, or the
Battle of the Boyne parklands, walled
garden and tearooms. Go for a walk
on the Hill of Tara, at Old Mellifont
Abbey, or around the heritage Town
of Kells.
Adventure awaits!
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Follow us on Facebook and
Instagram: @wildaboutnavan
Do you have an idea for a workshop
or a project, or would you like to
get involved in even a small way?
We love hearing from you!
Message us on Insta or send us an
email: wildaboutnavan@gmail.com

Summerhill Wood
This walk through Coillte forest is
located just south of the town of
Summerhill.
The lovely little forest is a little wild,
but that’s what makes it special. Get
off the beaten track and discover. Let
us know what you find!
It’s great to see forests like this in
Meath. We hope to see more pockets
of nature with even more native trees
in them in the future.
We need amenities like
this much more than
we perhaps realize
(as does our wildlife!)
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The Archways and
Gateways of Meath
The Meath Association of An Taisce
have announced the winners of the
Archways & Gateways Photography
Competition they hosted over the
summer months. The idea was to
get the public to observe and
photograph the many architectural
remnants of our past that lie
hidden in the natural landscape.
A wide and fantastic range of images
was received digitally including
churches, castle gateways and stone
bridges.
These
are
important
elements of our historical identity,
like how the oldest bridge in Ireland is
claimed to be the bridge of the
medieval king, King John, built in
Trim circa. 1200 AD.
The winners were chosen by
architectural
historian
Kevin
Mulligan, author of South Ulster,
fourth Volume of The Buildings of
Ireland series and documentary
photographer Joseph Carr.

First prize was awarded to Camilla
Gray for her image of wrought iron
gates dating back to the 1740s, taken
on a wet afternoon at Higginsbrook,
Trim which stood out in terms of
composition and light and brings one
back to another time period.

Second prize went to Michael Gunn’s
‘Canal
Lock
Keeper’s
Cottage,
Longwood’ which Kevin Mulligan
noted very nicely responds to the title
and captures the pleasing irregularity
and charm of vernacular buildings.
Luke and Margaret Colleran achieved
third prize for Saint Seachnall’s
Church of Ireland, Dunshaughlin with
the image showing the current church
built 1814 with the ruined medieval
church archways to the forefront.
Other noteworthy entries: Athcarne
Cross, Swifte family Mausoleum/
Castlerickard, Trimbles-town Castle &
Chapel with Barnwall memorial
tombstone & family crest, Dunsany
Castle entrance gate, & a rediscovered
archway at Bellewstown golf course.

Jean Carr, Chairperson of the Meath
Association wishes to thank everyone
for their effort to record such
important and overlooked bits of
history. Jean also encourages people
to continue forwarding photographs
of
historical
features
to
the
competition co-ordinator Margaret
Monaghan at:
secretaryantaiscemeath@gmail.com
With these images an online database
will be created and as the judge
Joseph Carr commented ‘it would be a
way of local people being able to take
ownership of their area's history and
to foster pride and interest at a
grassroots level.’

Clockwise from left:
1st Prize:
Camilla Gray,
Wrought iron gates from the 1740s.
(Higginsbrook, Trim).

2nd Prize:

Michael Gunn,
Canal Lock Keeper’s Cottage.
(Longwood).

3rd Prize:

Luke and Margaret Colleran,
Saint Seachnall’s Church of Ireland.
(Dunshaughlin)
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Supporting
Meath’s artists
The upcoming SURVEYOR exhibition
at the Solstice Arts Centre in Navan
shows support and gives value and
encouragement for Meath artists. It
will also present the public with an
overview of contemporary visual
arts practice throughout our county.
Solstice Arts Centre has recently had an
open call inviting applications from
artists living in, or originally from,
County Meath to submit works of all
disciplines for inclusion in their ninth
SURVEYOR open exhibition.

Discovering Boyne Valley is easier
and more worthwhile than ever
Boyne Valley Tourism is the
county promotional, marketing
and development company for
tourism in County Meath, Ireland.
It aims to develop and implement a
sustainable tourism policy on behalf
of the industry and enhance the
image of the Boyne Valley as a
tourist destination. Boyne Valley
Tourism carries out promotional
work in both the domestic and
overseas
markets
along
with
encouraging new quality tourism
investment and the improvement of
the existing product.
Role of Boyne Valley Tourism
The role of Boyne Valley Tourism is
divided between Marketing and
Product Development

SURVEYOR 2020 serves to support,
value, and encourage Meath artists in
the development of their practices and
creative careers.
The exhibition will give Meath
residents and visitors an overview of
the contemporary visual arts practice
throughout the county. It will open
Saturday 21 November with limited
capacity (subject to changes depending
on restrictions at the time). Booking of
30-minute slots for pods of up to six
people from the same household will
be in place for the opening day.
Booking will be available once all
exhibiting artists have been notified.

DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE BRIDGE,
GATEWAY, OR BUILDING? MEATH AN
TAISCE INVITE everyone TO
continue forwarding
photographs of MEATH’S
historical features to Margaret
Monaghan at:
secretaryantaiscemeath
@gmail.com.

Marketing: The promotion of the
Boyne Valley as one of Ireland's
leading visitor destinations both at
home and abroad.
Product Development: To encourage
new
investment
and
the
development of existing tourism
enterprises.
Functions of Boyne Valley Tourism
To promote the Boyne Valley as one
of
Ireland's
leading
visitor
destinations in both the domestic
and overseas market

To increase the level of awareness
and appreciation of the value of the
Tourism industry throughout the
Boyne Valley.
Boyne Valley Tourism works closely
with the tourism trade, Meath
County Council, Louth County
Council, Failte Ireland and Tourism
Ireland to achieve its objectives of
increasing visitor numbers and
revenue to the Boyne Valley.
Their work includes:
•

the development, production and
distribution of promotional
brochures

•

major media campaigns to
encourage new tourism business
to the Boyne Valley

•

attendance at overseas and
domestic promotional fairs and
exhibitions

•

servicing tourist enquiries

•

managing the website
www.discoverboynevalley.ie

•

promoting a vibrant image of the
Boyne Valley through pro-active
online marketing and use of
social media

•

the development of signature
festivals promoting new quality
investment projects and the
improvement of existing products

To encourage and assist the
improvement of the tourism product
in the Boyne Valley to exceed
international standards
To liase and co-operate with
Government Departments, State
Agencies and any other Bodies as
may be appropriate in the interest of
Tourism in the Boyne Valley.
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Stay local and rediscover your
Boyne Valley this autumn!
www.discoverboynevalley.ie
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Respect
Courage
Compassion

Community
Inclusive
Social duty

CORE Meath Ireland is a place for people to come together and volunteer, to experience
the “Joy of Giving”, and do something worthwhile within the community.
CORE Ireland is a place to find
friendship and fellowship amongst
the volunteers of CORE and for
people on the receiving end to feel
more valued and included.

We have recently made the move
from our old office to our bigger,
brighter, and more accessible office
on the ground floor of the Navan
Enterprise Centre.

CORE helps people find within
themselves new strengths and
abilities. We want volunteers to
find a sense of fulfilment, purpose,
enjoyment and to have fun and be
creative.

We have made so much progress so
far in 2020, all thanks to help of
our dedicated and growing team of
volunteers and supporters! Our
volunteers belong to different
teams like those doing in-office or
remote admin work, research or
writing for the magazine, creation
of posts for our social media
channels, research & development,
planning
future
events
&
fundraising, the Nourish! food
project, public relations, marketing
& strategy, and IT support. We are
looking to start a youth section in
CORE, so if you are interested,
please be in touch.

Each person who comes to CORE
changes CORE by bringing his or
her own unique personality and
ideas. They help grow and develop
it.
The strength and power of CORE is
its volunteers. CORE is about
service. One person helping
another and in return, they are
helping themselves.

Due to Covid-19, we are mainly
meeting up online in Google
hangouts and on zoom calls, but a
selected few are also in the office
daily to take care of admin duties
and Nourish food programme
donations.
There have been many community,
voluntary groups, and not for profit
organizations starting. To help
with this – and to help such
important new ventures gain and
maintain momentum - we have
rolled out another new service
from our office. A dedicated team
is helping new groups register with
the charity regulator; volunteers
working with volunteers in getting
the full charity status and
providing support. Now that’s
some meta-level volunteering!
Because together we are more.

“We believe that the best way to help yourself is to help somebody else.”
Interested in volunteering
with us here at CORE? Get in
touch!
CORE welcomes anyone and everyone
interested in giving their time to help
others in our community. There are
many projects to get involved with,
why not give volunteering a go!

085 1920 150

info@coreireland.ie
Page

